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When a honeymooner goes searching for Europe packages, few destinations are found listed by
Magazines and journals,  out of which the following are predominant:

â€¢Spain remains as number one Honeymoon destination for quite some time, with its Ballearic
islands of Mallorca and Ibiza, besides the  canary islands such as Tenerife and La Palma, giving the
traveler  also the pleasure of walking Honeymoons in Northern Spain and cycling in Catalonia.

â€¢France comes next, where one has the beaches of Atlantic coast,  Ile de Re and Corsica,
wonderful time at Paris to visit Monetâ€™s Garden in Giverny, taking a cycling Honeymoon or a walking
tour, enjoy seeing  the French monuments and having a feel of French history.

â€¢Great Britain has many Honeymoon destinations, apart from England, it has Wales, Scotland,
Ireland and smaller islands such as Scilly Isles, Lundy Island and Isle of Wight. UK has more
number of destinations too for a tourist to visit, which include Devon and Cornwall, the Lake District,
Cotswolds and Dorset.

â€¢Greece is a destination of simplicity, with its white washed villas and friendly taverns, when the
modern world is used to 5 star hotel culture and the Greek food is considered one of the
masterpieces of simplicity and taste. Some of the islands here , such as Corfuâ€™s villas and Paxos,
which offer the pleasure of relaxation in their beaches, although they do not have an airport to fly
direct to the spot.

Most of the travel agencies offer Europe packages and there are popular Europe Honeymoon
packages, which include the above destinations.

Europe packages  generally include the following expenses:

â€¢Air fare for the entire passage

â€¢Airport taxes

â€¢Visa expenses in the intermediary countries

â€¢Travel insurance for the entire tour period

â€¢Hotel accommodation

All  Europe Honeymoon packages will cover bed and breakfast at every station, however lunch and
dinner expenses may have to be borne by the traveler. In many packages, they exclude the local
tour expenses and taxes. The same way, the Europe packages may not include entrance fees
required for exhibitions, boat rides, cable car charges or  fees to be remitted at the skating rinks or
skiing fields.

Honeymooner can make their own  Europe packages, by taking flight tickets directly to each of the
European cities and book their hotel accommodations apart from purchasing local tour packages .
But, it is always better to go in for Europe Honeymoon packages offered by travel advisers, since
they would take care of all the nuances of  travel arrangements.
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a Europe Honeymoon Packages - Get discount on a Europe packages for Europe Tours and travel
packages at MakeMyTrip. We offer customized Europe Tour and Honeymoon Packages. Plan a
travel to Europe and its various tourist attractions with Europe Honeymoon packages.
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